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The central theme of Howards End is „only connect‟. Discuss.
Write a critical note on symbolism in Howards End.
“The fundamental aspect of a novel is its story-telling aspect”. How
fardors Forster adhere to this view in Howards End.
Write a critical note on the prose style of D.H. Lawrence with
special reference to sons and lovers.
Consider sons and lovers as an autobiographical novel.
Discuss D.H. Lawrence‟s attitude to love and marriage in sons and
lovers.
Discuss Graham Greene‟s art of characterization in the Heart of
the Matter.
Critically examine the Heart of the Matter as a Psychological novel.
“Graham Greene‟s novels deal basically with the burden of sin and
guilt”. Elucidate with reference to the Heart of the Matter.
Discuss the use of the stream of consciousness technique in A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man.
Discuss A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man as an
autobiographical novel.
“A portrait of the Artist as a Young Man is a novel about the growth
of the mind of an artist”. Discuss.
Discuss the significance of the title in for whom the Bell Tolls.
Comment on the narrative art of Hemingway with special reference
to for whom the Bell Tolls.
Write a critical estimate of Hemingway‟s prose style with reference
to for whom the Bell Tolls.
Comment on the plot-construction of the novel, for whom the Bell
Tolls.
Critically examine Narayan‟s art of characterization with special
reference to the Man-Eater of Malgudi.
Comment on the significance of the title of R.K. Narayan‟s novel,
the Man- Eater of Malgudi.
Discuss the Man-Eater of Malgudi as a great regional novel.
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